INTRODUCTION
Attending a poster session at a recent meeting, I was reminded of the old adage 'To the man who has only a hammer, the whole world looks like a nail'. In this case, however, instead of a hammer we had a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machine and instead of nails we had a study. Many of the studies summarized in the posters did not seem to be designed to answer questions about the functioning of the brain; neither did they seem to bear on specific questions about the roles of particular brain regions. Rather, they could best be described as 'exploratory'. People were asked to engage in some task while the activity in their brains was monitored, and this activity was then interpreted post hoc.
Sometimes, in the hands of a particularly talented investigator, this 'let's-try-it-and-see' approach can pay off. Usually, however, it does not; the result is a story made up after the fact, and many other stories could equally easily characterize the findings. In this article I wish to explore another approach to neuroimaging, one designed to answer specific questions. I wish to describe different types of questions that seem particularly wellsuited to contemporary neuroimaging techniques, such as functional MRI (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). I shall illustrate approaches to most of the questions with examples from my laboratory, which is the research I happen to know best.
We shall consider two large classes of questions. The first class focuses on how information processing systems are organized in neural tissue. We ask which processes and structures confer specific functions, such as the ability to recognize objects or to form visual mental images. For present purposes, I use the word 'process' to refer to an operation or set of operations that transforms an input to an output, and 'structure' to refer to two types of entities: a'representation' is a physical state that serves as a repository of information, and a 'buffer' stores representations. A metaphor might help: a blackboard is a buffer, marks made with chalk can serve as representations, and the movement of chalk on the board, the movement of an eraser on the board, and the act of interpreting the patterns of marks are all examples of processes. However, the distinction between structure and process is not clearcut, as neural network modelling has demonstrated well: some structures actively transform input to output (see, for example, Kosslyn The second class of questions focuses on when, on the specific circumstances under which, specific types of information processing are used. In some sense, one can answer such questions only if one has provisional answers to at least some questions of the first type. Once one has identified activation in a brain area with the operation of a structure or process, one can then ask in what circumstances such activation occurs. (I shall use the term 'activation' to refer both to increases in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) observed in PET and also to increases in signal strength observed in fMRI, which presumably reflect rCBF.) We look at two types of specific questions.
The first addresses whether one can infer the use of a particular structure or process on the basis of specific brain activation; the second examines whether one can use neuroimaging to consider ways in which context and other factors alter the use of a given structure or process. Before launching into this far-reaching overview, it is useful to make explicit a key assumption: I am trying to organize types of question that one can sensibly try to answer using neuroimaging, but this does not guarantee that each such question will necessarily be answered by using these techniques. As we progress, I shall briefly note major methodological and conceptual stumbling blocks that can obstruct even the most clear-headed and systematic attack on an issue.
HOW ARE INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTED IN NEURAL TISSUE?
Perhaps most of the current research with neuroimaging techniques is designed to reveal the functional architecture underlying a specific ability. By 'functional architecture' I mean the set of structures and processes that are used to perform a class of tasks. The areas activated while one uses the ability are taken to reflect the use of such structures and processes, and each area is characterized in terms of its role in implementing a particular structure or process. Sometimes researchers talk about a set of areas as a circuit, but this is usually misleading: in most studies all that is revealed are a set of activated (and/or deactivated) areas, with no information about the flow of information between the areas. Thus, what we see are the footprints of components of the functional architecture that are evoked during the task, but we do not see a specific circuit.
The initial questions that we will consider focus on a 'big picture' overview of a system of processes (setting aside for now details of how structures are involved with the processes), and later questions focus more narrowly on specific aspects of the system. I personally prefer to start with 'big picture' questions, which lead to research that provides a road map guiding the formulation of more specific questions.
(a) Which areas implement systems that confer specific functions? Perhaps the most common type of neuroimaging study today is intended to reveal the neural events that confer a specific 'function' (i.e. ability), such as reading, object recognition or visualization. For any given function there are many different tasks that will engage some or all of the relevant structures and processes. I shall provide an example from our own work. We focused on the ability to identify objects, and examined the task of deciding whether a name is appropriate for a picture of an object. We began with a (coarse) theory of the functional architecture underlying such performance, and wanted to know whether it predicted the pattern of results. This theory is based in large part on research findings with nonhuman primates. Because I shall be using this work to illustrate my main points in what follows, I shall summarize the theory here (for a detailed treatment, see Kosslyn (1994)). As illustrated in figure 1, we posit a functional architecture with six major components, as follows. Kosslyn 1994) ). Representations in associative memory are amodal ('abstract') and multimodal, and store associations to objects, scenes and events. These representations are activated by converging input from the objectproperties-encoding and spatial-properties-encoding systems.
In situations in which an object cannot be recognized well (because the input does not match well any previously stored representations), the best-matching representation in associative memory is treated as a hypothesis about the identity of the stimulus. The information look-up process accesses stored information associated with the hypothesized object, and uses such information to guide a top-down search. The information look-up process essentially shunts information from one part of the brain to another.
According to our theory, information stored in associative memory is used during a top-down search not only to guide the mechanisms that shift attention (to look for a distinctive part or characteristic that should be present if the hypothesis about the stimulus' identity is correct), but also to 'prime' representations in the object-propertiesencoding system. One of the more striking facts about the neuroanatomy of the visual system is that virtually all areas connected by afferent fibres are also connected by efferent fibres (i. Finally, there are processes that actually shift attention. These attention shift processes are implemented in several parts of the brain. Posner & Petersen (1990) distinguish between three different components of this system, one in the posterior parietal lobe that disengages attention from its current location; one in the superior colliculus, frontal eye fields and other neural structures that guides the attention window, as well as the eyes, head and body to a new location; and one in the thalamus that re-engages attention at a new location. Kosslyn et al. (1994) set out to discover whether this theory could be generalized to humans. In our view, a good neuroimaging experiment hinges on comparing two tasks that are minimally different. In most cases, it is best if only a single aspect of the task is varied at a time; if more than one characteristic is varied, the variables should be manipulated orthogonally (keeping everything else constant while manipulating each one). Thus, in this study we examined the same task, deciding whether words name pictures, but in two conditions: in one, the pictures were presented from canonical (typical) points of view, whereas in the other the pictures were presented from non-canonical (atypical) points of view. Counterbalancing over subjects ensured that the same pictures and words were used equally often in both conditions. Our reasoning was that the canonical views would match stored representations in the object-properties-encoding system, and hence be recognized well, and then would be identified immediately. In this case, although all of the other processes would be running at the outset, they would not need to run to completion to perform the task. (Figure 1 is misleading in that it might suggest that each process waits for the products of the previous one before operating. On the contrary, there is good reason to assume that all parts of the brain are 'running' at the same time, and that what changes during task performance is how intensively each one is operating. When processing shifts over time, this is reflected by increased activity in areas that implement the relevant processes.)
In contrast, when faced with a non-canonical view, the object would not be recognized with confidence initially (if it were novel, as ours were). Thus, it would be identified only tentatively, and this best-matching representation in associative memory would serve as the basis for a hypothesis. At this point, the information look-up process would continue to operate, looking up characteristics associated with this hypothesized object, and would pass information needed to shift attention appropriately and to prime the object-propertiesencoding system to encode the expected characteristic. A characteristic at the specified location would then be encoded into the visual buffer, and would thereafter be processed in the object-properties-encoding and spatialproperties-encoding systems, which would then provide input to associative memory. If the expected part or characteristic was in fact located (as indicated by a match in the object-properties-encoding system) and was located in the correct place (as registered in the spatialproperties-encoding system), this might be enough input to associative memory to identify the object. If not, an additional cycle might be necessary.
In short, we expected the entire system to cycle more times for the objects seen from non-canonical perspectives; and in fact, we found activation in areas that correspond directly to those subsumed by figure 1. The only mystery was activation in what we initially took to be the motor strip; however, subsequent evidence (see, for example, Paus 1996), has shown that this area probably corresponds to the human frontal eye fields.
However, many areas were activated, and one cannot help wondering what sort of results would have disproved the theory. One can make two (non-exclusive) moves at this point. First, a set of results such as ours can be viewed as a set of structured hypotheses. One has now identified areas that are theorized to perform specific roles in information processing (such as matching visual input to stored modality-specific visual memories, or encoding spatial properties), and hence one now knows where to look for additional, more focused evidence (as I shall discuss in the next two sections).
Second, one need not study the putative function of each area separately, but rather one can design studies of the entire system that rely on different tasks. Ideally, the tasks should on the surface not appear similar, and thus one can have confidence that the interpretation of the functions of the areas is coherent if the same areas are activated in both tasks. For example, Kosslyn et al. (1997) expected the system of figure 1 also to be used when one forms visual mental images. In this case, one'primes' the object-properties-encoding system so strongly that Kosslyn 1980 ). In addition, if multiple parts need to be added to an image, one can visualize an overall shape envelope, and then shift attention to the location of a part to be added, just as one would during top-down hypothesis testing during perception; however, in this case, once one is focused on the appropriate location, one forms an image of the part (via the priming mechanism, as just described). Podgorny & Shepard (1978) to test the idea that visual mental images are built up a part at a time. In this task, subjects see a 4 x 5 grid that contains a single X mark in one cell. The subjects are asked to visualize a block letter in the grid, and report whether the X mark would have fallen on part of the letter if it were actually present. Kosslyn et al. (1988) found that the time to respond depended on the location of the X mark. In fact, when other subjects were surreptitiously observed drawing block letters in such grids, they typically drew the segments in very consistent orders. For example, for an upper case letter F, they drew the vertical line on the left first, the top horizontal line second, and the middle horizontal line third. The order in which these subjects drew the segments neatly predicted how quickly other subjects could determine whether an X mark would have fallen on the letter if it had been in the grid. Indeed, the more segments one would need to draw to reach the location of the X, the longer it took to determine whether the X would have fallen on the letter if it had been in the grid (see also Kosslyn 1988 ). This result is exactly as expected if one were in fact sequentially shifting attention, and forming an image of each segment in sequence.
Kosslyn et al. (1988) used a task originally designed by
The theory outlined in figure 1, then, led us to expect the same set of areas to be involved in the two tasks, identifying named pictures seen from non-canonical versus canonical points of view and deciding whether an X mark would fall on an imaginary letter. Thus, Kosslyn et al. (1997) replicated the experiment of Kosslyn et al.
(1994) and also asked the subjects to perform the imagein-grid task. The control condition for the imagery task was the identical set of stimuli, but presented before subjects had seen the block letters or knew anything about the imagery task. For the control, subjects simply responded as soon as they saw each stimulus, alternating the side of response over trials. The results revealed that two thirds of the areas activated during either task were activated in common. The functions of these areas are organized well by the theory outlined in figure 1.
However, we must note that to address this type of question, one must design pairs of tasks that differ in a single way, which is not as straightforward as it might seem. One problem is that we cannot know in advance whether manipulating a single feature of the task in fact alters only one aspect of processing. As noted by Kosslyn et al. (1994) , it has long been known that changing one aspect of a task can lead subjects to adopt qualitatively different strategies. Nevertheless, in my view this approach is still superior to using rest (or an 'off' state) as the baseline; a rest condition surely differs in more than one way from most experimental conditions, and it is impossible to know in which ways the conditions differ.
In any event, the results of this sort of research, in my view, can only be viewed as preliminary. They provide some support for a structured set of hypotheses, but to be compelling each aspect of the overall system must be studied in more depth individually. However, the virtue is that these more precise and circumscribed hypotheses are not conceived in a vacuum, isolated from conceptions of the operation of the system as a whole. The theory outlined above treats each structure and process as part of an integrated system, and this seems highly desirable for questions about how the brain performs information processing. Jolicoeur et al. (1984) asked subjects to view pictures and to decide whether simultaneously presented words described the pictures appropriately. There were two important variables: first, the words were either at the 'entry' level (such as 'dog' for a picture of a cocker spaniel, or 'apple' for a picture of a Delicious apple), or were superordinate to that (e.g.'animal' or 'fruit') or were subordinate (e.g.'cocker spaniel' or 'Delicious apple'). The idea was that people spontaneously name objects at the 'entry' level, which usually corresponds to the 'basic level' of Rosch et al. (1976) ; this is the name that is as general as possible and that names as many similar objects as possible. So, for example, 'Delicious apple' is too specific because 'MacIntosh apple,' 'Granny Smith apple,' and so on look similar, but 'fruit' is too general because watermelons, grapes, bananas and so on are not very similar; 'apple' is about as general as one can get while still naming a set of similar objects. As expected, subjects could evaluate an entry-level term faster and more accurately than either a subordinate or superordinate term (see Smith & Medin 1981) .
Second, the pictures were presented for either Is or 75 ms. We had two pivotal ideas. (i) If one names a picture spontaneously at the entry level, then one will need to process additional perceptual information to evaluate a subordinate term (e.g. to check whether there are bumps on the bottom of an apple to determine whether it is a Delicious apple, or to see whether the dog has rounded floppy ears). If so, then it should be much more difficult to evaluate subordinate terms than entry-level ones when given only 75 ms than when given a full s. This was in fact so. (ii) In contrast, and here is the crucial idea for present purposes, if one names a picture spontaneously at the entry level, then one will not need to process additional perceptual information to evaluate a superordinate term. In this case, the additional information need only be looked up in associative memory. For example, once one has named a Delicious apple as'apple,' one needs only to search memory to discover that apples are indeed members of the category 'fruit'. If so, we reasoned, then the exposure time of the pictures should have comparable effects on one's ability to evaluate entry and superordinate terms, because one did not need to encode additional perceptual information after producing the entry-level name. In fact, this was true. Although subjects required more time to evaluate superordinate terms, they required the same amount of additional time compared with entry-level terms in the two exposure conditions. Given these findings, Kosslyn et al. (1995b) reasoned that if we used PET to compare the additional activation when subjects evaluated superordinate terms compared with when they evaluated entry-level terms, we should find just the areas involved in looking up information from associative memory. Indeed, Kosslyn et al. (1995b) found only two areas to be more active during the superordinate condition than during the entry-level condition, namely the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the left angular gyrus. We expected only left-hemisphere activation because the subjects were evaluating words, and therefore the results make good sense in the context of the theory. These findings were very welcome, but they were not ideal. The specific loci that we found were not precisely the same as those found in the original experiment. However, these were different subjects, and different averaged data. Nevertheless, the locus of the dorsolateral prefrontal area was considerably different in this and the studies described above, which led us to expect activation consequent upon use of the information look-up process and associative memory. It simply is not clear what to make of this; the a priori predictions were clear-cut, and the results were close to the expected areas; but how close is close enough? A major advantage of fMRI is that it is possible to perform many experiments with the same subjects, and to analyse each subject's data separately. If the variability that we noted between the different PET studies was simply sampling error, then for a given person precisely the same dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and posterior areas should have been activated in the original tasks (both picture-verification and imagery) and in this comparison between superordinate and entry-level terms.
It is important to recognize two important assumptions that underlie the logic of this sort of research. First, as noted above, changing the task in small ways can alter the strategy that subjects use, in which case different structures and processes might be used, and hence different areas might be activated. Even a small shift in the location of an activated area could reflect differences in the precise process being used (see, for example, Wilson et al. 1993 ). Second, note that this logic assumes that the same piece of tissue implements the same structure or process when it is embedded in different combinations of other processes. It is possible that some neural tissue is not dedicated to implementing a single process, and that different neural regions can implement more than one process. If so, the precise locus of activation that reflects the use of a given structure or process can shift, depending on what other structures or processes are used at the same time (for a more detailed discussion of this point, see the epilogue of Kosslyn & Koenig (1995) One also can attempt to characterize the process or processes implemented in a single area. It is clear that any task at all, even one as simple as staring at a fixation point (Petit et al. 1995) , involves a neural circuit that draws on multiple brain areas. Moreover, given our uncertainty about the precise relationship between manipulating a variable in a task and changes in underlying processing, it is difficult to design true 'minimal difference' pairs of tasks, so that only a single process is taxed more by the experimental task than the control task. Instead, the most sensible course for answering such questions has been plotted by Price & Friston (1997) , in their 'conjunction analysis' investigations. In these studies they administer multiple tasks (but as few as two) and examine areas of common activation (i.e. that are activated strongly enough to generalize across tasks in a location). For example, they have used this approach to study the shared processing when one names pictures, letters and colours, and reads words. Although their work so far has revealed not individual areas, but sets of areas, the same approach can in principle allow one to characterize in detail the function of individual areas.
However, one problem with all such research rests on the logic of 'affirming the null hypothesis'. One implicitly is assuming that a large host of untested stimuli would have no effect. That is, if one shows that area X responds when the subject is engaged in process Y, this does not mean that area X would not also respond when the subject was engaged in the as-yet-untested process Z. Thus, one's interpretation of what the area does depends on the questions that one puts to it; given only certain stimuli in certain tasks, one can be misled (e.g. into believing that the area has a more specialized function than in fact it does). As far as I can see, there is no way around this problem other than continuing to refine one's theories and one's tests, eventually eliminating possibilities and narrowing down the range of viable interpretations of the function of the area in question. The best of all worlds, it seems to me, is to have a theory that makes a very specific prediction and to consider the alternative theories in advance, ensuring that they do not also make the same prediction. subjects were asked to evaluate a subtle shape property (such as whether in that drawing the left side of the object had been higher than the right), which required them to use imagery (they did not know about the particular judgements to be asked at the time at which they studied the drawings). During scanning, the subjects had their eyes closed and all cues (names of objects to be visualized and shape probes) were delivered auditorily. In the 'listening baseline,' they heard the same kinds of stimuli used in the imagery conditions, but now simply responded when they heard a shape probe; this control was always conducted before the imagery conditions, so the subjects did not know the significance of the terms. In fact, there were four sets of recorded object-probe stimuli, which were rotated so that each occurred equally often in each of the three imagery conditions and in the listening baseline. The data from the imagery conditions were also compared with those from a 'resting' baseline condition, but this is not relevant for present purposes.
The results were straightforward. When the imagery data were compared with those from the listening baseline, we found activation in Area 17. Moreover, the locus of maximal activation depended on the size at which the drawings were visualized. We found very posterior activation with the small images, more anterior activation for the medium-sized images, and still more anterior activation for the large images. These results parallel those found in studies of visual perception, and are as expected if this topographically organized structure (part of the visual buffer illustrated in figure 1) is in fact used in visual imagery.
It is important to note that the simple finding that an area is activated, even an area with well-characterized properties, is not sufficient to infer that the properties of that area contribute to performance. As noted earlier, the choice of a baseline is crucial, and it is possible that a test condition can seem to produce activation because the baseline condition actually reduces activation (as might happen in visual cortex when one is concentrating on listening to cues). Thus, in the study just described it is important that the imagery results cannot be ascribed to hypometabolism during the baseline condition: this would not explain the selective effects of size in itself on the locus of activation. By varying the sizes of objects in images, we could show directly that the spatial properties of this structure are drawn upon during performance of the task. In addition, we have found that if repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is applied over Area 17, which has the effect of temporarily impairing the underlying tissue, subsequent imagery performance is impaired (Kosslyn et al. 1999) ; thus, in this kind of task, the activation in early visual cortex has a functional role. In short, this research reveals that a spatially organized buffer can in fact be used during visual mental imagery.
In addition, this use of neuroimaging can reveal distinctions where none were previously apparent. In this example, other research results have failed to reveal the activation of Area 17 during visual imagery (for recent reviews, see Mellet et al. (1998) and ). Many laboratories have now found one or the other result, and thus neither the presence nor absence of the effect can be explained away. Rather, it seems clear that there is more than one type of imagery, and not all types rely on the kind of depictive representation that is associated with our introspections of imagery. This finding does not detract from the fact that a topographically organized structure is used in some types of imagery.
(e) Is there more than one way in which a function can be performed? In the previous sections we considered how one can discover the processes and structures that give rise to a specific ability. We initially considered studies that provide a 'big picture' overview of the system that underlies a particular ability, and then narrowed our focus to increasingly small portions of such a system. One virtue of starting in this way is that it puts the more precise questions in context; it leads one to ask questions about how processing occurs in a system. Each process depends on others for its inputs, and in turn sends its outputs to yet other processes (and structures). In this study, subjects performed two types of mental rotation tasks. In one, the subjects performed the classic Shepard & Metzler (1971) task. They saw pairs of threearmed angular shapes, half of which were identical and half of which were mirror images. We administered two conditions. In the test condition, the shapes appeared at different relative orientations, and subjects decided whether the members of each pair were identical or mirror images. We compared brain activation in this condition to that in a baseline condition, which was identical to the test condition except that the shapes in each pair were always presented at the same orientation. In the second mental rotation task, the subjects saw pictures of pairs of hands, and had to decide whether both were the same hand (right or left) or one was right and one was left. In the test condition the hands appeared at different relative orientations, whereas in the baseline condition both members of the pair appeared at the same orientation. Each subject received the baseline and test conditions for one type of stimulus before the two conditions for the other type, and the order of presentation was counterbalanced. Kosslyn et al. (1998) reported that areas involved in motor processes were activated in the hands condition, but not with the Shepard & Metzler stimuli. This finding provided support for the idea that there are at least two distinct ways in which to imagine objects rotating, one that involves motor processes and one that does not. These findings are all the more compelling because prior data showed that some of the areas that were activated during rotation of hands are in fact used in motor control, and showed that other areas were not so involved. Thus, although the mere fact that there were distinct patterns of activation in the two tasks is evidence that they are performed in different ways, the ability to interpret the differences adds meat to these bones. A plausible interpretation allows one to eliminate the possibility that the differences were due to chance or due to some incidental difference in the experimental designs.
A crucial aspect of this logic is that the patterns of activation arising from the two strategies must actually be different. It is not enough to show that, relative to a baseline, in one task areas X-Y are activated, whereas in another task areas P-Q are activated. Activation' is a continuous variable, and sub-threshold activation is common. Thus, even though activation in an area might be significant in one task (relative to baseline), and not in another, there might be no difference between the two when they are directly compared. Thus, one must compare the tasks directly, not simply rely on visual comparisons of what was and was not over the threshold under separate conditions.
WHEN ARE SPECIFIC TYPES OF INFORMATION PROCESSING USED?
One virtue of beginning by asking questions about how information processing is implemented in the brain is that the answers can later be used as a basis for asking and answering other types of questions. We can distinguish two broad classes of questions that can be asked about when specific processing is used. First, one can ask simply whether a given process or structure was drawn upon while subjects engaged a particular ability. Second,'when' need not be a constant: one can ask how practice, fatigue or some other state can alter when a particular process or structure is used. We explore both classes of questions below.
(a) Inferring processes from brain activation
Two distinct types of logic of inference can be used to infer that a particular process or structure is used when subjects perform a specific task.
(i) Inferring processing from the presence of activation
It is commonplace in the discussion sections of neuroimaging studies to see post-hoc interpretations of processing based on the set of areas found to be activated. In the ideal case, if one knows which processes or structures are implemented in a given part of the brain, one can argue subsequently that activation in that area while subjects perform a particular task is primafacie evidence that these processes or structures were drawn upon while subjects performed that task. To the extent that a particular process or structure has been identified with a particular neuroanatomical locus, this logic of inference is defensible. For example, the function of area Ml is understood well enough to allow us to infer that if it is activated, then motor processes were present as one performed the task (assuming that it can be shown that the activation is not an artefact of the baseline comparison). . PET scanning was conducted while subjects visualized each picture and determined whether a statement was an appropriate description of it; the statements were selected to require imagery to evaluate, and thus to encourage subjects to visualize the pictures (e.g. 'the baby has a tumour over his left eye'). When rCBF in the aversive condition was compared with that in the neutral condition, additional activation was documented bilaterally in the anterior insula, as expected. (Other areas, such as Area 17, were also activated, but this is not to the present point.) This led us to infer that images of aversive objects can engage the bodily structures that in turn feed back to activate this area. We can discover whether the structures or processes implemented in a particular area have a functional role in conferring an ability by studying the effects of disrupting that area. In this case, patients who had damage to areas that have no essential role in the ability of interest would still retain the ability (assuming that they are alert enough to be engaged in the tasks used to assess the ability); similarly, TMS delivered to the area would not disrupt this ability. In contrast, if an area does indeed underlie a particular ability, the ability should be impaired after both damage to the area and temporary disruption of the area induced byTMS (Pascual-Leone et al. 1997; Kosslyn et al. 1999 ). However, without such data, there is no way to know whether any given area implements a structure of process that contributes to the performance of the task of interest. In addition, a problem with the logic of inferring processing from activation is that a given part of the brain can implement more than one process. This could conceivably be true even for highly constrained sensory and motor cortices; we simply do not know enough to exclude the possibility of multiple roles for any piece of cortical real estate. Thus, the activation of a given brain area does not necessarily implicate specific processes that were previously found to activate it; some other process could in fact be at work. The finding of activation in a particular brain area during a particular task can therefore only be taken as either (i) the basis for the hypothesis that a specific process or structure is at work (to be tested, in part, by observing the effects of disrupting the area), or (ii) one piece of converging evidence for such an inference.
(ii) Using variations in activation to predict performance A completely different logic of inference can be used to discover whether a specific process or structure contributes to how well one can make use of a specific ability. First, however, it is important to be clear on what question is being asked here. We are no longer asking whether a process or structure (implemented in an area) confers an ability. Instead, we are asking whether variations in the efficacy of a structure or process are related to variations in the performance of the relevant tasks. That is, we can divide processes and structures into two general types. The first type of processes or structures are not taxed by the task, to the extent that, if they function at all, they function well enough to allow one to perform a class of tasks. The second type are the 'ratelimiting steps'. They are taxed when one draws on a particular ability; the more effectively they function, the better one will perform the relevant tasks. By analogy, keys on a keyboard are designed so that minimal strength is required to press them down; therefore, finger strength in excess of this amount is irrelevant (and hence finger strength would be analogous to the first type of process). However, the ease of typing a sequence of letters depends on their arrangement, and setting up motor commands to execute some sequences is difficult; thus, better ability to programme complex motor movements will lead to better performance on this task (this is a rate-limiting step).
For example, in the task of Kosslyn et al. (1996b) , subjects were asked to visualize, with eyes closed, capital letters. After 4s they heard a probe (such as 'straight side') and were to decide, as quickly and accurately as possible, whether the visualized letter had that property. Both response times and accuracy rates were recorded as the subjects performed the task while being PET-scanned. After both behavioural and rCBF data had been collected from 16 subjects, the rCBF values in each brain were normalized to the same mean. For each brain, we then measured deviations from the mean for each region of interest (ROI) found previously to be activated during visual imagery (as summarized in ? 2). These areas were previously interpreted as implementing the functions outlined in figure 1. We next performed stepwise multiple regression analyses, using either response times or error rates as the dependent measure and ROI values as the independent measures. The error rates were very low and varied only slightly between subjects, so no significant correlations emerged, but the response times were of great interest. The rCBF values of three areas were entered into this equation, each accounting for significant amounts of variance in the response times. The first area was Area 17, which by itself was correlated at r= -0.65 with response times. The other two areas were Area 19 (which we take to implement part of associative memory) and the posterior parietal lobe (which we take to be part of the spatial-properties-encoding system). The multiple R value was 0.93, which is remarkably high given how different measures of rCBF are from response times. Thus, the fact that variations in rCBF in those three areas contributed to variations in performance is evidence that those areas have a role in performing the task. (For comparable results regarding the role of the amygdala in encoding emotional memories see Cahill et al. (1996) , and for comparable results regarding the role of the hippocampus and related structures in episodic memory see Nyberg et al. (1996) .)
One unexpected finding in Kosslyn et al. (1996b) was that the correlation between parietal rCBF and response time was positive: the more blood flow there was, the more time was needed to respond; in contrast, the other two correlations were negative (the more blood flow, the less time needed to respond). This finding might suggest that people who performed the task relatively poorly might be using a different, less effective, strategy than those who performed it relatively well. Those who performed well seemed to rely on Area 17, which supports visual images of shapes, whereas those who performed poorly had relatively little rCBF in this area. Instead of relying on visual images, the subjects who performed poorly might have relied on spatial representations that are used to guide drawing the segments, and these representations were accessed via processes implemented in the parietal lobes.
A major virtue of this approach is that no subtractions or comparisons between tasks are necessary. One can design tasks so that there is a single 'rate-limiting' step, and simply correlate responses with rCBF values. However, one must have some prior reason for looking at particular ROIs. In addition, this approach will not allow one to identify all the structures and processes involved in performing a task. Furthermore, as our results should make apparent, it is not entirely clear how to interpret the direction of the correlation between rCBF and a measure of performance. Moreover, if people differ widely in their skill levels, the correlations might be even more difficult to interpret: low values of rCBF for some people might indicate that the process is not performed well, but low values for other people might indicate that they are so expert that only minimal processing is required. Again, results from this method must be viewed as only one more source of converging evidence.
(b) Changes in processing
We have been considering questions to address when a particular process or structure is used. However, 'when' need not be a constant, but can change depending on a variety of factors. Three such factors in particular seem worth consideration. Galaburda, unpublished data) compared practice in reading in normal populations and in dyslexics (who were age-and education-matched to the normal control subjects). We found again that some areas activated initially dropped out with practice and that different areas became evident. However, the particular areas were strikingly different from those noted in the controls, in both cases: initially and after practice.
Findings such as these are interesting only if they can be interpreted. The interpretation relies on answering questions of the sort that we considered in the first major section of this article. However, this need not be a oneway street. Observations about changes of the sort noted here can lead to hypotheses about what process or structure is implemented in specific areas, and these hypotheses can in turn be examined in ways described above. This 'golden feedback loop' seems more likely to occur if one comes armed with a set of questions from the outset, based on a theory, than if one simply performs neuroimaging while subjects perform a task and then interprets the results post hoc. received, we found that the inferior parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were activated, as well as the right angular gyrus. However, when the subjects received this same task just after having performed the hands task, we found strikingly different results. Not only were over ten areas activated, but many of these areas had previously been found to be involved in motor control. Perhaps most strikingly, we found activation in the primary motor cortex itself, area M1. When we looked only at the data for the Shepard & Metzler task performed after the hands task, the data were in many ways similar to those for the hands rotation task itself.
Our interpretation of these, admittedly preliminary, results is that subjects could mentally rotate the ; in addition, we would expect interference if subjects are asked to rotate a knob the opposite way to which they are rotating their images (see Wexler et al. 1998 ). Thus, the neuroimaging results serve to generate testable hypotheses, which in turn will lead to additional findings that will influence our interpretation of those results.
If our present interpretation of these neuroimaging findings is correct, these results are sobering: subjects have always been doing something before coming in the laboratory. Moreover, slight differences in the way in which a task is described or the instructions are couched could have large effects on how the subjects approach a task. If so, then we would expect to see many apparently contradictory results in the literature, where different findings emerge from the 'same' task. A walk through a poster session at a neuroimaging meeting will probably suggest that this fear may be well grounded. To address this issue, we must first discover whether the central assumption is correct: differences in context (including instructions) can lead to large differences in performance. If so, we must next take care to replicate precisely other laboratories' experiments before varying the design in any way; otherwise, we shall never know exactly which features of the results reflect which differences in the design (including context, in the broadest sense).
(iii) How does processing depend on the goal and the prior sequence of processing? Whether a particular process or structure will be invoked depends on the goal of processing and the specific processing that has already taken place. Thus, the last set However, in every case there are crucial caveats. The interpretation of neuroimaging data is arguably more complex than the interpretation of behavioural data. One needs to be concerned not only about the nature of the task itself but also about the relation between performance and the underlying physiology. This job is all the more complex because we do not know whether increased rCBF (in PET) or signal strength (in fMRI) indicates excitation or inhibition, and we do not know the precise relation between these measures and cognitive work; moreover, this relation itself might be different for processes that have been used more or less frequently. Furthermore, the current resolution limitations prevent us from knowing how a given process actually works; we are stuck at the level of 'black boxes'.
Nevertheless, neuroimaging is a valuable tool for those interested in the nature of mental processes. It can provide converging evidence that has several strengths. First, it provides additional information about the underlying mechanisms themselves, about how different processes and structures work together. Second, such data are not easily explained as an artefact of experimental demand characteristics or the like; people rarely know how to manipulate voluntarily the level of rCBF in specific ROIs. Third, such data hold promise of providing a 'common language' for much of psychology. To the extent that we identify processing with brain regions, we then begin to see how a given process participates in conferring different abilities; this will provide crucial insights into what they have in common. Last, neuroimaging offers a potential bridge between psychology and biology, and then in turn to biophysics and genetics. This is no small feat; if we can find a way in which to benefit by even a small amount from the bounty in those fields, we shall benefit greatly.
To ask questions well, we must rely on theories. One source of inspiration about how information processing is implemented in the brain comes from animal models (see, for example, Lueck et al. 1989) . However, such models are inherently limited; non-human animals lack the rich conceptual and linguistic processing of humans (and probably even have restricted emotional reactions compared with us). An additional source of inspiration are the effects of brain damage on human behaviour and cognition. In both cases, facts about neuroanatomy, particularly connectivity between areas, should have a crucial role in theory development. However, in the end we must pull ourselves up by our bootlaces. We must devise theories, test them, revise, and test again, keeping our eyes open for the unexpected all the while, just as in any other branch of science.
Neuroimaging is an enormously exciting field because of the possibility of new discoveries about fundamental relations between mind and brain, and the chance to make concrete what have hitherto been very abstract ideas. However, if we are to do this correctly, we must know what questions we are asking and just how far we can go in answering them with these techniques. Simply finding that certain areas of the brain are active when someone performs a task is not enough.
